
More Excuses 

For 70 years, we've endured endless excuses for black violence from 
their enablers and apologists, but most are so absurd they are scoffed at 
by most whites.  In every instance, the purpose is to redirect the focus 
away from its true source -- the violent and predatory nature of 
Africanus criminalis -- and shift the blame for black violence to some 
other target.  

For example, a recent article in the CITIZENS INFORMER analyzed a 
laughable study that blamed Philadelphia's raging gun violence on 
broken windows, uncut weeds, and litter.  (E. Holt. "Endless Enabling," 
March, 2023.)  Black violence has also been blamed on "white privilege," 
the Second Amendment, and not having enough playgrounds. But 
recently, the nigro mayor of Baltimore may have lowered the bar even 
further by blaming Popeye's chicken for a recent mass shooting. 

 

 

Popeye's Chicken Restaurant 



The "scholars" at Baltimore's Edmondson Westside High School have a 
bad habit of ignoring the school district's rules and meandering off-
campus at noon.  They then congregate near the Popeye's fast-food 
restaurant across the street in the Edmondson Village Shopping Center.  
(Dey don't bees buying nuffins, dey jus bees hangin' out.)  Of course, 
whenever two or more black male teens gather together in this day and 
age there's usually a gunfight, and that's what happened on January 5th, 
leaving one student dead and four injured.   

The black imbecilic officials who have destroyed Baltimore were quick to  
attempt to pass the blame for the mass shooting. This included 
Baltimore's black mayor, Brandon Scott, who pointed his finger at the 
Popeye's restaurant across the street.  Apparently, he expects Popeye's 
employees to assume the task of serving as truant officers for the school 
district.  Below are his exact words: 

“This Popeyes has been cited before for selling to minors and students 
during the daytime...This is something that shouldn’t happen because 
those young people wouldn’t be here if they knew they couldn’t buy 
something from this place.” 

Mayor Scott did not respond to questions from reporters about the 
ordinance he referenced or the restaurant's past failure to comply. 
However, an enterprising FOX 45 reporter did find a Baltimore Police 
Ordinance governing daytime curfews for minors.  Subsection b states:  
"No minor under the age of 16 may remain in or about any public place 
or any establishment between the hours of 7:30 a.m. and 3 p.m. on any 
day during which the minor is required to be in school." 

Once again, we are subjected to the spectacle of black apologists blaming 
an innocent party for some mass shooting, rather than those actually 
responsible.  That would be truant black scholars, negligent school 
district officials, and the soulless black teenage psychopaths who 
dominate the species Africanus criminalis.  



 

Artist's Earlier Rendering of the Crime Scene 

 

One clearheaded woman -- presumably black -- was the most insightful 
individual among all of those who commented on the shooting.  She 
stated, “Those children come from the school over to the shopping 
center...They’re not even inside of Popeye's.  They’re sitting on the wall 
of Popeye's.  Popeye's can’t control that.” 

That woman ought to run for mayor, because she has more sense and 
better judgement than the entirety of Baltimore's city government. 
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